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Sonar System

Appeal point 1 Appeal point 2Outline/Features

Outline

Features

Using an ultrasonic sensor mounted inside of the bumper in the front and rear 
of a vehicle, judges the distance and position information of obstacles around a 
vehicle, and gives the user a warning.
Also, this sensor is used for collision avoidance, collision damage reducing and 
autonomous parking systems. 

Our company has mass-produced a surround-view system (parking aid sensor) 
using ultrasonic since 1992.
In addition to the surround-view system above, we realized mass-production of 
a system supporting active safety such as false start inhibition, and collision 
reducing brake.
As a component of autonomous parking support system, parking section 
judgment is added, a system performing surround-view during autonomous 
parking has developed. Furthermore, we are now developing a system including 
parking route logic and vehicle control.
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Appeal point 1 (Sonar system complying with active safety)

☆Original algorism can judge 
the position of an obstacle.
→By judging the presence 
of an obstacle in a travelling 
route, the unnecessary 
movement is suppressed.

From obstacle detection state, accelerator pedal step-in state, and steering angle state, 
when there is a possibility of collision, engine output suppressing signal is output.

l False start inhibition function

During vehicle backward movement, when judging the danger of contact 
with a rear obstacle, the AEB (Automatic Emergency Braking) control 
signal is output, and avoid a collision to the obstacle or reduce the 
damage by a collision.

l Collision reducing brake function
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Appeal point 2 (Roadmap and efforts toward the future)

The current efforts (8G system)

● Improvement of proximity detection distance
For reducing the times of the steering of a vehicle during autonomous 
parking, and support to a garage parking (parking in a narrow space), we 
are working to improve the measuring accuracy of proximity distance.

● Judgment of obstacle height
Based on the parking situation of getting over a level difference, we are 
working to develop an original judgment logic to identify a low in height 
obstacle (about 15 cm) such as curbstone and a level difference which a 
vehicle can get over.

● Enhance the designability
We are working to develop the technology for mounting sensors which 
does not impair the design of a vehicle. 
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